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Please be advised that the stories included in our magazine
fall under the genres of horror and Gothic fiction. As such,

there are elements and themes that may be upsetting or
triggering. 

 
You will find an index of triggers at the end of the magazine
should you wish to apply your own personal discretion. We

have done our best to identify potential triggers but we
apologize deeply if we missed something.

 
While we do not promote stories with gratuitous gore or

exploitative events, we understand the importance of
communicating transparently with our readers and

establishing our community as a safe space.
 

Yours,

The Crow's Quill
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Quill & Crow Publishing House is a quaint and curious press
dedicated to promoting the integrity of independent literature.

Specializing in all things gothic and macabre, we strive to preserve
the upmarket prose while lifting up voices often unheard.

 
Quill & Crow is not your typical publishing house. Not only
because we love bleeding heart poetry and all things odd &
macabre, but because we are family. Each one of us brings

something amazing & unique to the table. 
 

Whether you are joining us as an author, poet, or just want to
hang out as a Friend of the Crows, you are welcomed and

appreciated...
 

...and we will probably feed you.

The Crow's Quill
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The Crow's Quill

Dearest dark hearts,
 

It's once again time for us to bring you tales rich in love and
rife with tragedy. This month, we bring four short stories that

span a variety of romances; from unrequited to deep and
abiding, and destined from birth to traumatic and haunting.

 
As some of these themes are commonplace but no less

harrowing, please use your discretion and check our trigger
index at the back of the magazine to make sure you keep

yourself safe.
 

We hope you enjoy the horrors and thrill and pining within.
Until next time!

 
Yours,

Damon Barret Roe
Damon Barret Roe

Assistant Editor
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HE THINKS THAT I'M
OCCUPIED, LIKE AN
ABANDONED HOUSE

WITH ALL THE
FURNITURE LEFT

INSIDE.

counters blanketed by a layer of rotting produce and dust, ashtrays filled to the
brim. All I know is that I’m relieved and torn.
        Relieved because if it wasn’t him who died, it would have been me.
        Torn because I loved him.
         I loved him, I loved him, I loved him.
        The phone is ringing, and ringing, and ringing.
     He’s gone, and I’m all alone, and I should’ve known this would happen. I
should’ve seen the signs, because everyone fucking leaves.
        Talia stands silently by the doorway, probably not knowing what to say. I can 

Maybe this is how it was always meant to be. I’m
not sure when, or how, it got to this point—knee-
deep in my ex-boyfriend’s filth, sobbing as I pick
up small trinkets we owned together, ignoring the
incessant ringing of his house. The apartment’s
disgusting. Clothes strewn about, the kitchen 

How It's Meant to Be

Written by
Mary Kawano
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feel the weight of her stare. Heavy with pity, loaded like a gun. I haven’t showered in
days, haven’t eaten in longer. Will’s brother still doesn’t know Will is dead, gone, and
I can’t be the one to tell him.
         Because it’s my fault.
         “Vera, it’s time to go,” Talia says softly. Kindly. 
        It must be the grief, because I can’t stand the concern threading her voice as if
I’m useless. “It’s fine. You go on ahead. I’m just—”
       “Vera,” she repeats, scrutinizing me. Her foot taps impatiently, but I know it’s
just for show. It’s a role she likes to play; she knows that I’m the type to bite the hand
that feeds, even when I’m starving. “It’s almost midnight. You need a fucking
shower. You need to get some food in you. You need to sleep—”
         “I said I’m fine—”
       “Look around us, Vera,” she yells, and only now do I remember that she’s been
here wading through the filth, just so that I’m not alone.
         I shift my feet; the trash and papers and takeout bags crinkle grimly. Somewhere
in the flat, a bottle of liquor is leaking onto the carpets and into the hardwood,
staining the air with that pungent stink. 
       Somewhere in the flat, there are pictures of Will and me when we were young
and happy, and we hadn’t yet learned the language of iron and thorns.
         “I just…I want to get some things,” I say quietly, wringing my hands together. “I
—we had photos—”
         “I’ll find them.”
         “But—”
         “Go home.”

        I dream of him rolling in the dirt like swine in a pen. Would the worms burrow
through his skin, I wonder? Every dawn, as the sun pleads with me to rise and
streams into our—my—empty apartment, I imagine blood and plasma and piss
seeping out from his orifices and into the soil, turning it to mud. And Will, choking
on the packed earth, clawing fruitlessly. 
         Screaming my name.
        You killed me. You ruined me. I made you, and you unmade me.
     It would mirror the words I used to moan into the sheets, him entering me.
Claiming me, even when I thought I didn’t want him to. I joked that he ruined me,

How It's Meant to Be Mary Kawano
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all these little deaths. He’d say he loved unmaking who I was, breaking me apart just
to piece me back together.
       It’s three clicks into 5 a.m. when the cold wakes me with its bittersweet embrace.
It’s been so, so cold for months now. The bed was still warm the day I found Will’s
corpse in his bedroom, but now, it’s like sleeping in ice. It’s so big that when I wake,
only a third of it is in disarray. I’m shivering beneath my blankets, and I blink myself
awake, groggy. Until I hear the rustling of my bedsheets and snap awake.
       It’s coming from Will’s side.
      There’s someone in bed with me. I can’t open my eyes—but God knows I want to.
Oh, God, do I want to. My thoughts fly to the worst possible scenarios: a rapist
entered my home; or a crackhead wants to toy with me; maybe a homeless person
who’s gone delirious from the cold. Maybe I’m just dreaming.
      More rustling, as if someone is settling into bed with me, restless and unable to
sleep. The frame dips, creaking beneath the weight. I hear nothing but my rapid
heartbeat, feel nothing but the shift of the bed frame. A cold hand grips my exposed
shoulder, and I still don’t open my eyes. The skin is calloused, rough like sandpaper as
this person touches me.
       A loud clicking, like a metronome, from right beside me. Slow and steady. Click.
Click. Click. Then coughing, loud, heavy, like when you swim too deep and make it
to the surface just before you choke. 
        I feel the breaths. Hot and wet, splattering spit on my cheeks.
      “Vera.” My name. Someone is saying my name with a voice I can’t decipher. Like
three voices in one. It coughs again, bed rattling with its force. “Vera.”
       I barely swallow a squeak, breathing deeply so as to not puke on myself. The hand
is still on my shoulder, and its grip grows tighter and tighter.
     The voice clears up, the coughing ceases. It speaks again, with a voice rich as
honey, warm as rum.
        “Vera.”
        Will’s voice. God, it’s Will’s voice.
     “W-Will?” I ask, stuttering, almost forgetting that it’s not possible. Will is not
here. 
      “Oh, Vera,” he whispers, and his breath reeks of rot. The hand smooths up and
away from my shoulder, onto my cheek. His hand is so cold. “How I missed you.”
      I don’t know what possesses me to do so, but I start crying. Hot tears stream
down my face, wetting my pillow, but I still don’t open my eyes.
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     Because even in my grief, I know Will is dead. Nothing dead ever comes back. Even
in the suffocating sorrow, I know this ghost is everything Will has ever been—a
promise of something that doesn’t exist.
       “I’m so sorry, Will,” I whimper. “I’m so, so sorry.”
      “It’s okay, Vera. You just need to open your eyes.” His finger brushes my eyelids.
“Just look at me. Then you’ll see what’s become of me.”
      I don’t. I can’t. I’m halfway to pissing myself, terror crawling through my body
like an army of ants. “I can’t.” I gather my courage like lambs to the slaughter. “You
need to go, Will.”
     It takes all I have to not lean into his touch, missing and reviling it at the same
time.
    “Do you want me to go, really? All of our years together, Vera. How can you
possibly live without me?” His voice changes, a shift like train tracks in the middle of
a word, breath hitching. It grows deeper, darker, like he’s angry with me, and
thunder booms in his lungs. “All my love, and you leave me to rot, Vera?”
       “I—”
       “Open. Your. Eyes.” His voice is so different. Distorted, demonic. 
     I’m no religious nut, but part of me wishes I had a rosary or fucking anything.
Even a knife would’ve comforted me. Hell, even a goddamn fork would’ve helped.
“Please go, Will—”
   “You know…I will…never…be gone, Vera,” he hisses, and I feel lips, cold and
cracking, against my cheek. “Winter is so lonely…my love. The snow will blanket…
my corpse, but…it’s not too late to dig me back out. We can be…happy…Vera.”
    It’s as if Will is dying again, his words growing choppy, breath getting ragged.
“Every one you love…my love,” he groans. “Will be a ruin. Will be…me.”
      I shut my eyes even tighter, impenetrable.
      I don’t realize I’m blocking out him humming my name. I don’t even realize when
I’m falling asleep, his dead hand still on my cheek.
       Nightmares always haunt mourning lovers.

     I sometimes wonder if I’ll be trapped in this cycle for eternity, like a candle set
alight, the puddles of wax forming something new and something old at the same
time. Four months since Will entered the ground, since I last heard his voice, and
still, life is at a standstill. I hate him for it, in a way. Hate that he got to leave, got to 
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be something apart from himself, and everyone mourns his loss as if he wasn’t a drug
that harmed worse than it pleased. 
     Leo turns, the thick duvet bunching under his body as he maneuvers to face me.
His blonde hair gleams like gold under the sunlight streaming through the window,
his blue eyes catching it, shifting into a light shade of cerulean. 
     I don’t know if I should feel guilty for having found Leo—or rather, loving him
back after he found me. I don’t even know if it’s genuine. But he provides me with
something I can’t provide myself: touch, smooth and euphoric, at least for a while;
care, even if it burdens me like rocks in a backpack. He’s nothing like Will. In fact,
he’s a different entity altogether. Not once have I heard his voice pitch higher than
normal. Not once has he gripped me so hard, I feared my flesh would burst from
beneath my skin. Not once has he told me that he would be the only one to love me as
much as he did. 
      “Morning.” His lips curl into a faint smile, a hand brushes hair from my face, and
I shiver. His hand stays on my cheek, light and gentle, like the kiss of summer. I shut
my eyes. 
       Oh, Vera. How I missed you. 
       My eyes fly open. “What did you say?”
       “What?” His brows furrow. “Morning?”
       I blink slowly, gathering my wits, sitting up. My body casts a shadow on the bed,
long, stretching like gossamer under the morning sun. “Sorry. Imagining things.”
    I sometimes think losing Will changed me, like rehab for an addict. So long
without him, and the first few weeks were hell. But sometimes I wonder if all it did
was rearrange the puzzle pieces into something incoherent. That one day it would fall
back to its original place, and Leo would stop loving me because he’d realize that I’m
not his. Not really. 
     He watches me intently, gaze sharp like a knife. A sprout of disbelief, maybe.
Perhaps even doubt. I’ve read his text messages, in the dead of night, while he sleeps.
He doesn’t trust me, thinks I’m attached to someone else. That I’m occupied, like an
abandoned house with all the furniture left inside. 
      “Sorry, Leo,” I say. “I’ve just been distracted.” Dreaming of a dead man and his
painful touch. Dreaming of a dead man and his harsh words. 
      “It’s fine, Vera,” he says. A beat of silence breaks the flow, like actors stuttering
out of character as they forget the lines. The awkward pause is all that’s left of our
relationship, but at least it’s still alive.
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       At least it’s still real.
      And when I get out of bed to head to work, I catch a glimpse of him in my closet
mirror. Blonde hair under the sun, stains of brown at the roots. A shift in his eyes as
he rubs his lids sleepily, revealing hazel beneath contacts. Sometimes, I wonder if
everything about him is a show. A character he will one day grow tired of playing.
       “Will—”
     His head snaps up, face contorted into shock. Back straightening, chest puffing
out. It’s clear as day who exactly Leo is. I’m certain that this is what my life is meant
to be. “Sorry?”
        “Will you be home for dinner tonight?”
        His shoulders drop, relaxed again. “Yeah. Yeah, I will.”
      And when he leaves for work, he kisses me on the forehead, left hand clutching
the back of my neck, and I feel how he wants to tighten it. 
        “Don’t forget me when I’m gone,” he says, like clockwork. 
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Mary Kawano is a Filipino-Japanese Law student at King’s College London in her
third and final year. She grew up in bustling Hong Kong where she worked in a
bookstore, where she dreamt of writing books more often than she sold them.

 
Now, living in London, she tries (and fails to) balance her time between legal

internships, a campus tour guide job, university, and writing. Her stories are often
about messy girls, too much murder, and secret obsessions. 

 
Twitter: @kawamaybe
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A CROW'S

When e’er a man rides high on Fortune’s wheel,
With sturdy wife, strong children, stores of gold,

In his swell’d heart, he might a Titan feel,
And with his hubris wake the plagues of old.
It starts with pain and fever’s scarlet stroke.
Vomit sprays brocade and robes of gauze,

Pustules burst and foul the fur-trimmed cloak,
Gangrene rots fine hands to blackened claws.

His wife’s white throat will choke on crimson blood,
His daughters fall like hay, by sickle mow’d.

He sees, ’fore blindness melts his eyes to mud,
His sons all slaughtered by the unseen foe.

Men, therefore, be thou humble, circumspect,
Lest thou tempt greedy Fate to come collect.

Jen Mierisch

Fortune's Wheel



STRANGERS STILL CAME
TO PAY RESPECTS,

CARRYING FLOWERS
AND HANDWRITTEN

NOTES BEARING GRIEF-
STRICKEN WORDS AND

SMEARED INK.

but cry with them, not that they acknowledged the comfort I offered. A lover
reduced to a background fixture, a flower amongst graves in his final chapter.
    Since his loss, days strung together under sorrowful guitar notes, a looping
composition no classical musician could surpass because it originated from a heart I
inspired. Every fleeting touch, every passionate kiss, threw coals into his creative
fire, birthing genius I couldn’t imagine. A genius that no longer sustained me,
leaving only figments of the man I loved. 
    I buried my face into his pillow, an inhaling wish for the missing scent of
sandalwood and citrus to return. Our home had joined my mourning, its cries 

The seasons brought life to his tomb with
seedlings sprouting across a plot no longer brown,
leaving only memories of his disturbed earth.
Strangers still came to pay respects, carrying
flowers and handwritten notes bearing grief-
stricken words and smeared ink. I couldn't help

To Lie with River

Written by
Bryan C. Miles
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expressed in creaking floorboards and dripping faucets as I wrapped myself in sheets
we once shared. I couldn’t remember when I last ate, but I no longer cared; when
death took him, it took my hunger. My sepulcher was here, secluded under a king
bed’s canopy, sheltered from light catching his clothing and jewelry.
      At first, I believed her a memory; after all, I had been dreaming of the countryside
we frolicked in. Tall pampas grass dancing in the wind as pink blooms sweetened the
air around us and the sea drowned everything in white noise, blessing lazy days of
naps and play. 
       “Maeve.”
      Her voice was as musical as I remembered. No wonder neither of us could recall
how many men were inspired by her melody.
       “Please wake up, it’s time to come home.”
    Reality held my throat and I sobbed in response, gripping silk as if existence
depended on the strength of its threads.
     The mattress dipped under Tierney’s weight, and I became smaller in her arms.
My senses were overwhelmed as she brushed my hair aside to offer kisses, and her
fragrance filled the bedroom with the sweet briskness of an ocean breeze. “Please
don’t leave me, there are so few of us left.”
       “Do you remember him?” I whispered.
     Tierney squeezed me in response and nuzzled my hair. “Of course, my treasure.
River was a fine man and because of you, his name will live forever, but so shall you.”
      I reached for a brown leather journal resting on his nightstand, beside a glass
dome of dried flowers, and pulled it against my chest. 
      “When our lovers die, we carry no keepsakes. Our devotion must lie with someone
new.” Tierney said. 
     I wiggled free to face her and balled a fistful of sheets to steady myself when she
recoiled from the truth—I had grown old. My fingers met her lips in a soft gesture
with my request, “Please read our first and last chapters, as he remembered them.”

     
       July 23, 2012

     What I am about to share in this journal is no fable, but it breathes folklore and
magic. My entries may be sparse but each will continue our story, a love that should
never be forgotten.  

To Lie with River Bryan C. Miles
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     My name is River Ward, and everything began during a summer trip to Ireland
when I was eighteen. I wanted Lily to join us, but no amount of begging could bring
my sister to leave Mom in Florida and roam the Irish countryside. I knew she blamed
Dad for Mom leaving, but while he preferred the worlds he wrote to reality, his love
for us was stronger than any prose. 
      My dad was a fantasy author obsessed with the fairy mounds and that led to days
outside without agenda. He would roam tall grass for hours, treating the land with
reverence, which was a little surprising because my father wasn’t a religious man. But
there he stood, asking those grounds to release him from a severe case of writer’s
block.
     It was on the third day I first saw her. I had succumbed to nature’s spell while
playing my guitar, allowing the fresh, mossy aroma to envelop me. If I hadn’t
dropped the pick, I would have missed her. A specter of impossible beauty, taller
than me, with thick blonde hair in braids that fell to a thin waist, whose green dress
flaunted hips and thighs. Her lips were flushed, teasing my pulse with a moist, rosy
pink smile as the wind offered additional glimpses of smooth legs. But as soon as the
moment was there, she disappeared. A mirage. 
     On the fourth day, the mystery woman, who only I could see, teased me with
increasing boldness. My nerves intensified. Musical notes called her closer, the
inviting expression she wore made my heart leap. 
      I laid in bed the fifth night, ready to throw pages of lyrics in the trash. I hit the
mattress with a few feeble punches, feeling like a total failure. 
       A band? 
       I couldn’t even play when Dad was looking at me. Singing in front of people?
       Forget that, not going to happen.
      Talent wasn’t enough when my self-esteem barely had a pulse. Music was the only
thing I was good at and performing was all I ever wanted. Warmth flooded my chest
with the reminder that I now desired something else, but who was she, and were
these hallucinations the start of some mental breakdown?
      “River.”
      Her voice jolted my body in alarm. 
      The woman from the fairy mounds was here, at the inn, and approaching my bed.
“Are you leaving me tomorrow?” Her eyes glinted with mischief. 
     “Ye-yeah. We’re checking out tomorrow.” Cold sweat threatened my skin as this
radiant woman sat beside me, smiling as if knowing a secret.
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       “May I stay with you tonight?”
       “Wha-what? Why?”
       “I’ve heard you play and sing. I’ve read what you’ve written. If I said I was in love
with you, would you believe me?” 
       “No way.” My words barely escaped, engrossed by her radiance.
       She laughed and caressed my arm. “Not a trace of arrogance in you.”
    My excitement threatened to explode as she leaned in and brushed her cheeks
against mine before whispering, “I adore that. Would you believe me if I said I could
help you? That I could help you share your music?” 
     Thoughts spilled as my defenses shattered. “Dad doesn’t believe you’re real, but
you smell like yellow furze in morning dew.” 
      Her nose traced my neck before kissing my forehead. “I am real, a Leanan Sídhe,
and I will remain with you for as long as you shall live, as your inspiration and lover.” 
       I didn’t know what ‘Leanan Sídhe’ meant, but I wanted to submit to her mouth.
I held onto the edge of the mattress, praying for it to steady my nerves. “I don’t even
know your name…”
       “You may call me Maeve.”
       My memories are clear and replay at half-speed. 
     Maeve slipped off her green dress, displaying perfection no artist could capture
and joined me on the bed. “I’ll take care of everything, will you accept my gift?”
       Once she took my earlobe, my voice found life, affirming her desire. 
    She met me with intense hunger, and when we fell backward, her blanket of
blonde hair cascaded around me. 
   She fathomed my newest worry and smiled, considering her words before
whispering, “I cannot bear a child, but I need your essence.” 
      I remember my nerves and her sweet assurances as our fingers intertwined. I heard
music with our joining bodies and her hips moved as if quenching an impossible
thirst. 
      “Tell me I belong to you.”
      I stared in wonder. “You belong to me.” 
      “Tell me you love me.” 
      “I love you.” I had never been more sure of anything.
     Her eyes were wild and demanding, drawing my body to respond. Small shivers
traveled across me as Maeve threw her head back in rapture and unfolded two sets of
fae wings of glittering, transparent pastel colors. Her hands pressed against my
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stomach under slow movements and pulled everything from me.
       That was our first time, during our first night together. 
      And after, she showed me a bouquet of Irish primroses, animated out of thin air
in an ornate cloche with a yew base. Maeve explained that with every drop of
inspiration and love given, another petal burned as hourglass sand—her gift in
exchange for my vitality. A vitality that now had no meaning without her. How
could translucent flames tear away the beauty of these white petals? While I
pondered answers that didn’t exist, Maeve nuzzled against me. My Leanan Sídhe. A
woman whose love had given my life meaning. 

 July 15, 2022 

     This will be my last entry and I’ve begun to question what will happen to my
journal. I tried to give it to Maeve yesterday but she collapsed, inconsolable at my
feet, and I can’t bear that again. The past week has been difficult enough with her
never leaving my side, even in public I’ve felt her fingertips maintaining hold of my
shirt’s hem. 
       Maybe it’ll end up in the hands of a reporter who’ll spin tales of a drug habit in
an unauthorized biography, or it’ll become the inspiration for a new season of
Behind The Music. Fiction or not, that would be cool, I loved that show. 
         If only people knew the truth. 
        Was it worth it? A life cut short before thirty?
        As I sit in bed pondering all this, Maeve is curled against me with her head in my
lap, but despite the affection, there’s a persistent lump in my throat. Only a single
primrose petal remains, and flames have already robbed its color. 
       I never understood why the flames were green but I did my best to match their
hue in the celtic wedding band tattoo on my ring finger. It was my commitment that
whatever time I had would be spent with her. The woman who gave me everything,
my Leanan Sídhe. 
       It’s nearly time, the petal is about to fall but I don’t dare wake her. I need to focus
my remaining strength in prayer, a plea that we’ll be together in her dreams. 

       “It is a beautiful story, my treasure, and I remember it well. No lover cherished 
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you as he did.”
       I purred while holding Tierney’s hand.
     “There is still time—” It’s all she could get out before looking away to release a
banshee’s wail. Her strength had always amazed me, but we all had limits, and
Tierney could no longer wear a brave face. 
    “We have so much to say, so don’t hold back now. Is it not enough that I’m
satisfied with this life?” 
        “No! You made this selfish decision without me—I need you,” Tierney said.
      “And I need you to let my spirit return to Tír na nÓg, where I will be with him
again.”
     “Maeve, you won’t find River in the Otherworld, but you can have me here—if
you’ll only try.” Her body wrapped around me, pleading to sway a decision I’d made
months prior.
      “River captured my heart at the fairy mounds and brought me a thousand years of
joy in only ten. Is that not beautiful enough for the bards to sing about, or was his
love not heroic enough to bear passage into our realm?”  
     She didn’t immediately answer; no language could express the sorrow weighing
her tongue. 
       “You once said I was the music to your magic. Please sing to me...” 
      Under shuddering cries, Tierney stroked my hair and blessed me with the breeze
of fae wings as her Gaelic lullaby beckoned.

 Rest well, my beautiful one
 For dreams still linger
 In bluebell meadows

 Fear not, this dark place
 Love will be waiting,

 Beneath the Whitethorn tree

To Lie with River Bryan C. Miles
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I HAVE DRAWN
MY FACE SO

CLOSE, THERE
WAS NO AIR TO
BREATHE THAT
WASN'T YOURS.for over a century. A century of waiting.

     I stand dripping water that vanishes when it hits the floor. I am trapped in the
moment of my death, always drowning. I was a servant girl who had no business in
the bathing pool that her father had had chiseled from the rock of the coast for her.
I wasn’t allowed there, I couldn’t even swim, but she beckoned to me, glints of fire
in her chestnut hair, laughing, the sweet shape of her half-hidden in the water. I
would have followed her anywhere. I stepped in half-naked and daring, tentatively
pushing forward against the water, slow with caution and indecision. She didn’t
tell me it grew deeper and the floor sunk away the further in you went. A prank to 

I have been waiting for you.
     The whole time you have been here, I have been
standing beside you, so close you could have felt
the heat of me, if there were any warmth left to
my blood. My heart has not beaten, my lungs have
drawn no air into my chest, my body has not been 

Drowning
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Sam Hirst
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see me flustered and sputtering. 
      I sank like a stone, pushing desperately to what I hoped was the surface, thrashing
and violent, lungs filling with water. She fled the pull of my desperate arms and left
me to my drowning. 
     I thought I loved her but that was so long ago and far away. As distant as the
moon and sun. It’s so long ago that I don’t remember what I felt anymore, only what
they told me. That there was more to love than dismissive words and snide glances,
secrets and tauntings, yearnings seen and spurned and toyed with. That some fade
with death, their spirits blinking from the world. That some stay.
     Death, they told me, could be a time of second chances, to take what I wanted
from the world and hold onto it if I could. I would have one chance. They didn’t ask
me what I wanted, they simply pulled my longing from my heart and read it like a
book. 
      To be loved. 
      One person who would love me and not set me aside. One person to love. 
      There was one person, they told me. One chance. Not a question of soul mates but
a question of compatibilities and possibilities. One chance that might look like a
thousand chances, but would be limited by a lifespan. 
     If I took it, I could have the thing I wanted and could choose to fade or stay at
will. If I fail, I am trapped here. I become another broken dream drowned on the edge
of life and death.
       I started a servant, but I have lived a hundred lives since then. I have lived beyond
the law, a smuggler for a time, and, once, a pirate. But I held neither name as humans
do. I did not trade in brandy wine and fine fabric; I smuggled curses, wishes, fine
fragments of forgotten magic. Our pirates do not bear down upon merchant ships or
king’s cruisers to strike with iron and fire. We bring the storm, the wind billowing
from our sails. We drive ships into the deep and send souls sobbing into the air. Lost
and adrift, they may choose to join our crew or follow dreams broken with their
fragile bodies. I had little heart for it.
       I have been a singer, turning the breeze into a melody that sighed of hope and
loss. A doctor, breathing life into still lungs. A cook, turning the air into a feast, rich-
scented and irresistible to both the starving and the sated. A writer, etching words
into hearts with whispers so that living fingers could trace those words onto a page.
     I have been a lighthouse keeper, turning myself into pure sound bellowing
warnings into the night, weaving light from the moon and throwing it out to sea. I
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have been a gardener, coaxing flowers to unfurl with quiet attention. A telephone
operator, a voice upon a line, half heard among the static. A film-maker, living in
their screens, turning their moving pictures into unique stories that, half-
remembered, leave their viewers confused about the difference between memory and
imagination. I have dwelt in dreams, bringing hope, adventure, warnings, and
retribution.
    I have been and seen and done almost everything. But I have never stopped
waiting.
      I felt your birth, like a bright gold cord tethering me to earth. But it only tethered
me here, to this place on the edge of land and sea. It didn’t lead me anywhere. I could
not find you. If I were to meet you, I had to wait at the place of my death for your life
to cross paths with my eternity. I have waited thirty-five years since your birth and
then I finally felt you drawing close. The gold cord grew stronger, thickening and
weighing heavier each hour that drew you closer.
     This is the only place that we could meet and you chose it with a pin on a map, a
desperate need to get away—to breathe—driving you. I would ask if you believe in
fate but I know you don’t. The way your lips tighten when you talk, the way you fall
into silence, you believe only in the hardness of the world and aimless, rootless,
meaningless luck. It was luck that brought you here. I’ve heard you say it in every
conversation with friendly strangers. There is no room for fate in your philosophy. 
    I have watched you for four days, followed like a shadow at your side. I had
wondered many times over the years if I could love you. If I was waiting on a fool’s
chance. If I could love at all without the sad, sharp ache of desire in my blood,
making me crave a touch I had always been denied and could no longer feel. And then
I met you.
       Four days. Four days is how long a chance lasts.
      I have sat beside you as you read beneath a setting sun, smiling, breathing deeper
as you lose yourself in other worlds and let your worries slide away. I have watched as
you danced upon a harbor wall to the beat of the sea, the hum of music coming from
your lips. I have taken your hand and caught you round the waist, skirt flying around
you, spinning you in joyful circles which you thought your feet tread on their own. I
have seen the line form between your eyebrows as you concentrate on a map, guiding
yourself around castles and gardens, tracing ruin and burgeoning life with equal
wonder. I have smiled at the honest delight with which you choose a cake and savor
it. 
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      I have walked by you along the river, learning in your enjoyment to appreciate the
sweet scents of the early summer. I have fallen in love with your laugh as you guffaw
at a well-written turn of phrase, snickered as you tried to pretend respectability while
reading the most raucous love scene in public. Even your frustration thrills me. When
your mood turns to contemplation, I long for you to feel the arm I wrap around your
shoulders so that you could turn to me and bury your tears in my chest. When you
laugh at yourself, I want to place my hand over your mouth and replace your
loneliness with kindness.
     I hoped that you would see me. I have tried so many times to grab your attention
with tricks and signs, plaintive gusts of wind, and whispered words laid gentle and
precious inside the curve of your ear. I have left blessings on your pillow, written
messages in steam upon the mirror, blown petals through an open window to strew
your bed with roses: a message and a gift. I have danced with you, held you in my
arms, drawn my face so close, there was no air to breathe that wasn’t yours, sang
every song I know within your hearing. I have told you all my secrets, spun my story
each night in the hope that repetition would find you, visited your dreams, walked
hand in hand with your shadow. 
       How bittersweet and fragile chances are. 
     Four days is not enough to win a heart like yours. As you drive away, the cord
grows thin around me, tight and cruel. I am tethered, chained, to earth, to you, to
dreams that feel like curses. I was never given a choice, just a chance. Perhaps, if I had,
I would have chosen to fade away. Perhaps, I would have thought these years would
be too long to wait. Maybe, if I knew then what I know now, I would have left. I
would have known that you could not set me free. I would have recognized hope for
what it has always been.
    I have waited for you for so long. I have believed for so long. And you do not
believe in me.
     Perhaps you will return. Perhaps my broken heart will call you back and you will
see me. Perhaps my belief will be enough for both of us. Perhaps one chance looks
like a thousand. Perhaps.
   Perhaps every day from here until forever will be nothing but waiting. And
drowning.
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A CROW'S

Flawed fate
Don’t you see

Tragic is not what I lost
It’s what’s left in me

I keep moving from choice to choice
Adrift on the stars’ sea

In search of a whisper where I could stop
Knowing we can never be

Knowing
Hopeless is not what I found

It’s what’s left in me

Mirai Amell

Left in Me



DISEASE IS
NEITHER PATIENT
NOR KIND, NOR IS
DISEASE A LOVER,

DESPITE ITS
UNBEARABLE

INTIMACY.
appear for her then, in my own breathless sentinel silence.
     Age does not matter any more than my own; I take the young and old alike. As
grief torrents through a room, I depart the departed in safety and peace. Grief is
for the living, and I am not living, for all that I am bound to the steady pendulum
of their hearts—a companion of time, if not a lover.
     I would have taken her at that beginning, a basket to the reeds, but the midwife
convinces her lungs to expand, and the infant coughs out the visceral plug. Such a
tiny thing, too small to be born, mottled and wrinkled with pre-mature age, and

She flirts with death from the beginning.
    At the moment of her birth, the cord wraps
around her neck. Her face swells purple, little
toothless mouth gasping without sound. The
midwife unwinds the noose, but still she does not
breathe, does not cry, does not scream, not for
whole minutes against an unseen obstruction. I 
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covered with bloody detritus.
      She screams her displeasure with life, glares at me in wordless accusation—though
as ignorant as innocently earnest—and I am ushered away to another passing. It
means nothing for me to leave her except mild gratification; I have left many an early
deathbed empty-handed, like false labor to birth. I serve a purpose, but I am not
greedy.

      A fever florid on her still-unsubstantial cheeks brings me back to the cradle all too
soon. The wet nurse anoints her burning forehead with water and vinegar, tinctures
the breasts to spike what milk the infant can take, but she rejects too much, the meat
on her unfinished bones as meager and lean as a disdained lamb unwarmed by
mother’s wool.
    I stand over the sickbed, rock her cradle when the wet nurse collapses from
exhaustion. The fever breaks through no fault of mine.
      But I return again and again, pulled away from briefer encounters, transient and
liminal. For most, I am merely a guide on their way from one form to another, from
life to what collapses like a pillar of ash on the other side that is not my world, not
my place. I am a messenger, a harbinger, in between—unseen, forgotten, avoided. I
do not take such spurning personally for if I could die, perhaps I would avoid me,
too. 
    Yet she calls me back all through her sickly childhood; she is frail, fragile as
dandelion fluff following the wind of every damned plague that curses the town.
Delicate, but perhaps not as weak as she seems, for though she calls to me, she never
yields to what torments her, even as those around her take advantage of my
convenient proximity and give up their ghosts instead. During every harvest,
bountiful or lean, I leave her behind.
       I sit with her at solemn family funerals, memorials for fallen friends, and after the
wine is poured and the strings pluck a livelier tune to remind those left behind of joy,
she spins her skirts in a whirl, dances with me between those who cannot tear their
gaze away.
     Her survival bears scars and other lingering consequences. I linger with them, with
the aches needling deep in her bones, with the axe blade buried beneath her skull. My
hands hover over her as she curls doubled over on her quilt. I loathe to leave her in
pain, but she only wants me near—a comfortable, dark friend among the shadows of 
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the blanket folds on a bed that absorbs every broken fever, every night sweat, every
salty tear that speaks when she cannot, every cold rivulet of fear down her curved
spine.
      She lays facing me, trembling in her tension, and says nothing, holds her hand in a
fist as though holding mine.

      She kisses me for the first time in full sweet bloom, marred by unnatural bleeding
on a chaperoned bed.
    The bruises in the gaunt draw of her skin over bone deepen under less gentle
blows, for her father believes it a miscarriage of injustice that she’s given away for
nothing what he could not sell for a fortune.
       Her maiden’s bed has known no blood but her own, and she begs me to spare her,
as she begged her father in vain.
     It is all I can do not to take her—a brief but bitterly profound meeting of both
body and soul—but desire does not always decide destiny, and death, like love, is
patient. It does not resent the exquisite excruciation of romantic anticipation.
    I think she falls in love with me then. When she withdraws, tears sparkle in
reddened eyes that she must fall back once more into the well of an unended pain.

     Disease is sometimes accompanied by death, but disease is neither patient nor
kind, nor is disease a lover, despite its unbearable intimacy. Death comforts her, but
disease is all too familiar—ravening, hobbling her beneath blame for what has been
carved into her against her will, whispering its insults with every blossoming injury,
consuming her down to the bird bones of her wrists while swelling deep and
insidious in her abdomen.
      When disease has its way with her, it leaves her in pieces. If the husk bleeds, it
bleeds through everything the servants use to try staunching the flow.
      I am told not to be proud, but I am not the one who relishes such discordant
fertility in the barren hollows of a host; there is no such venom in my kiss, nor such
seeded cruelty.
      By her side, in every cold draft that disturbs the bed curtains, I wait for her to
bow to a demon who never understood that victory would be its own defeat, for
disease can only dominate the dead for so long.
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   With eyes glassy and forehead pinched from pain, hand pressed against the
expanding invasion within her, she considers bringing our courtship to abrupt
fruition with a burst of red flowers suspended in water, a wedding gift of silver sharp
against unforgiving angles and claustrophobic veins. She sits before her broken
mirror with the shard in her palm, clenching it tightly enough to scratch across her
stuttered lifeline.
      In the reflection, she meets my eyes across the room and sways to music only she
and I hear—the faint, steady beat that thrums through her veins and pulses in my
ears as though my own.
     At best, I am a ghost in her vision, no more substantial than mist, but on the
tightrope of demise, I am always in her view. A curious sensation: to be seen,
recognized, known and not feared as I approach.
        Even if I could speak, she would not hear, but I touch her quivering hand.
      I view no virtue in a martyr, in endurance for the sake of empty righteousness,
but such a close brush with death reminds her that waiting is half the chase. She does
not wish to silence the song before it is finished. She wants to end her life, not this
lovely dance.

    After, I circle like a vulture, appearing to her more and more often, in the
bedroom, in the library, in the garden, in the mirrors, in the darkness. I cannot stay
away, and she does not have to ask why.
      While the women weep through their living wake and the men write off their
loss, she sheds no tears for the inevitability. The foul encroachments rapacious within
her body betrothed her to me from the start. Nothing more binds her to the stifling,
musty mausoleum of her bedroom cell but a frayed thread straining to be cut.
      If she is nervous, she gives no sign to her mourners. Instead, she decks herself in
the white lace of a funeral gown and speaks of the future as though she is already
gone.

       Her surrender is inevitable, her last breath releasing those who already shed their
tears with every bleed—in fear that it would be her last and secretly praying that, if
she could not be healed, it would be. She succumbs with relief and sweet, simple joy
to finally feel my cold embrace warm around her.
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      In perfect love, I take her on the bed that cradled her in sickness, kiss her soul that
needs no health, strip her of her torturous flesh, of the toll that tribulation has taken
upon her.
     There is no dignity in death, but she does not seek to be dignified. She is merciless
to my mercy, graceless to my grace, and I cannot have enough of her. Although I
cannot keep her forever, the time between life and afterlife can be boundless, a
moment infinite—one extended stretch of pleasure that only I have ever offered her,
in a painless, tireless body as beautiful in death as in life.
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A deep thank you to everyone who submitted a story. It is truly
special for us when you share your works, regardless of their
acceptance. While your story may not have been chosen, next

month's theme is Covens and it could be your chance to spin us a
dark tale. If you are interested in seeing your story published in The

Crow's Quill, please check our website for more details.
We'd be honored to have a look.

 
Are you a poet?

Head to our website for the submission guidelines on poetry.
We're proud to offer payment for chosen poems that hit our

monthly themes!
 

Sincerely, from Quill & Crow's Associate Editor,

Submissions

K.R. Wieland
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